
 
 

TADAO MAGNUM
 

 Model No. 1516

DESIGN DR. PATRIC DRAENERT

 We have advanced the perfect hospitality of the TADAO table: the rotating inner tabletop,inspired by Asian table culture, is now motor
supported and enables even morecomfortable encounters at the table.Different speeds and directions can be individually controlled
using a quiet, batteryoperated geared motor. In permanent mode, the inner tabletop rotates at a gentle speedwithout interruption. In
stop and go mode, it only rotates when necessary. And the whole,of course, with Bluetooth remote control.

 AVAILABLE IN THE FOLLOWING MATERIAL VARIANTS:

  
Stone
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three-star 3 200 - 260 ø 120 - 180 ø 74

stonebase

Description TADAO Magnum  is a round dining or conference table with a rotating inner top. The particular  feature is

that the rotating inner top is not attached, but integrated on the same level as the main top.

For dimensions exceeding a diameter of 200 ø cm, we need 2 stone slabs for the table top and one for the base.

Either the slabs will be mirrored or jointed to follow the veining.

The outer ring consists of two parts, the inner rotating top is assembled of 2 stone halves.

Dimension The possible dimensions range from ø 200 cm to ø 260 cm.

Kindly ask for your preferred size.

Due to the great number of variancies, we may not state any prices here.

Table tops We offer 150 different natural stone types for your selection (pages 4-5).

Edges for tops

edge 4 edge 5 edge 6

Base stone base The stone base is made of 40 mm thick side walls:

 - assembled as three-star

The stone selection can be made according to the table top. 

Alternatively as well a different stone type may be chosen.

Ò±¬»æ Feasibility and prices on request.

We will gladly design your custom-made conference table. Please feel free to contact us.

slab se lec tion
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approx. in cm approx. in cm approx. in cm

round metal base 2 200 - 280 ø 120 - 180 ø 74

Description TADAO Magnum  is a round dining or conference table with a rotating inner top. The particular  feature is

that the rotating inner top is not attached, but integrated on the same level as the main top.

For dimensions exceeding a diameter of 200 ø cm, we need 2 stone slabs for the table top.

Either the slabs will be mirrored or jointed to follow the veining.

The outer ring consists of two parts, the inner rotating top is assembled of 2 stone halves.

Dimension The possible dimensions range from ø 200 cm to ø 280 cm

Kindly ask for your preferred size.

Due to the great number of variencies, we may not state any prices here.

Table tops We offer 150 different natural stone types for your selection (pages 4-5).

Edges for tops

edge 4 edge 5 edge 6

Base metal base The conical metal base will be offered as follows: 

 - lacquered to RAL

 - covered with leather

Motor function As an option, we offer a battery-operated motor for the rotating inner plate.

This includes different rotation modes, 6 remote controlers and charging cable.

Different speeds and directions can be individually controlled using a quiet, battery-operated motor. 

In permanent mode, the inner tabletop rotates at a gentle speed without interruption. In stop-and-go mode, 

it only rotates when necessary, with Bluetooth remote control.

Ò±¬»æ Feasibility and prices on request.

We will gladly design your custom-made conference table. Please feel free to contact us.
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